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ABSTRACT

SCADA systems tend to grow exponentially. Water Utility experience over the last 30 years shows that, in

a manner similar to Moore’s Law, the point count from the field doubles approximately every five years.

Unfortunately, real time protocols such as Modbus require polling rates at the Nyquist limit or better to

report from the field without gaps or lost information. Thus every doubling of the point count causes a

doubling of bandwidth costs. Event oriented SCADA protocols do not need to poll this frequently and offer

improved time resolution, at the cost of additional complexity in the Alarm and Historian systems.

Advantages of event oriented SCADA include the possibility of recovery from telecommunications outages

of up to several hours or more without loss of data. In addition, it may offer lower bandwidth costs (a

concern where bandwidth costs are a factor).

Event-oriented protocols can have problems with OPC-DA mapping to what is essentially a real-time

interface. Methods of dealing with remotely time-stamped events, where the event and time of arrival are

significantly different, will be discussed.

With event oriented systems one can push many calculations to the field RTU. This is enabled because the

RTU is required to be aware of the time and sequence of events. For example, totalizers and volumetric

calculations can be reported precisely every fifteen minutes with very minimal overhead. These features

could be mapped to Modbus, but because they’re not standardized, it wouldn’t be portable through

system upgrades.
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Advantages and disadvantages of migration from Modbus will be presented as a summary.
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